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Outline of LecturesOutline of Lectures

nn 1. Astrophysical source contexts;1. Astrophysical source contexts;
nn 2. Cosmic ray acceleration: Fermi2. Cosmic ray acceleration: Fermi’’s original idea;s original idea;
nn 3. Non-relativistic, test-particle shocks: canonical3. Non-relativistic, test-particle shocks: canonical

power-law generation and efficiency issues;power-law generation and efficiency issues;
nn 4. Genres of theoretical approaches;4. Genres of theoretical approaches;
nn 5. Non-linear dynamical effects in strong shocks:5. Non-linear dynamical effects in strong shocks:

cosmic ray modification;cosmic ray modification;
nn 6. Nuances: magnetic field amplification;6. Nuances: magnetic field amplification;
nn 7. Relativistic shocks: non-canonical power-laws,7. Relativistic shocks: non-canonical power-laws,

acceleration times andacceleration times and thermalization vs thermalization vs..
acceleration.acceleration.

Red denotes today’s topics



Ubiquity of Shock AccelerationUbiquity of Shock Acceleration

nn Signatures of Signatures of collisionless collisionless shock accelerationshock acceleration are seen are seen
everywhere in the universe: supersonic flows abound;everywhere in the universe: supersonic flows abound;

nn Dissipation in such tenuous systems as Dissipation in such tenuous systems as not at maximalnot at maximal
entropyentropy: opens up the possibility of : opens up the possibility of non-thermalnon-thermal
acceleration/decelerationacceleration/deceleration, , electrodynamic energizationelectrodynamic energization,,
and and broad inertial ranges for magnetic turbulencebroad inertial ranges for magnetic turbulence;;

nn Accelerated particles form an integral part of the shockAccelerated particles form an integral part of the shock
structure in addition to structure in addition to magnetohydrodynamics magnetohydrodynamics (MHD);(MHD);

nn Other types of cosmic particle acceleration in include:Other types of cosmic particle acceleration in include:
nn Stochastic Stochastic energizationenergization  (e.g. Fermi(e.g. Fermi’’s original idea) ins original idea) in

turbulent systems: solar flares, accretion flows;turbulent systems: solar flares, accretion flows;
nn Magnetic reconnectionMagnetic reconnection at X-points in dynamic, large- at X-points in dynamic, large-

scale fields: solar flares, solar and pulsar winds;scale fields: solar flares, solar and pulsar winds;
nn Coherent electric fieldsCoherent electric fields: pulsars.: pulsars.



Magnetic Reconnection Scenarios

See http://solarmuri.ssl.berkeley.edu/~hhudson/cartoons/overview.html

Sweet, (1958)

Gold and Hoyle, (1961)

Sturrock, (1966)

Heyvaerts, Priest and Rust, (1977)



Electric Field Acceleration in PulsarsElectric Field Acceleration in Pulsars

Courtesy: Alice Harding



Sun in UV: SOHO Observations

• Left panel: He lines showing convective granulation
• Right panel: Fe emission exhibiting coronal activity



Shocks in the Shocks in the HeliosphereHeliosphere
nn Planetary bow shocksPlanetary bow shocks::

usually strong, withusually strong, with
nonlinearnonlinear
acceleration beingacceleration being
important.important.

nn InterplanetaryInterplanetary
travelling travelling shocksshocks::
usually low Machusually low Mach
number, with a bignumber, with a big
contribution fromcontribution from
interstellar pick-upinterstellar pick-up
ionsions;;

nn Solar windSolar wind
termination shocktermination shock::
site of site of anomalousanomalous
cosmic raycosmic ray
generation [Voyager Igeneration [Voyager I
was there, 2005?].was there, 2005?].



Galactic Cosmic RaysGalactic Cosmic Rays
nn SNR origin?SNR origin?
nn Solar modulationSolar modulation

reduces flux below 1reduces flux below 1
GeVGeV/nucleon;/nucleon;

nn Instrumental dataInstrumental data
spread increases nearspread increases near
CR knee;CR knee;

nn Non-linear models ofNon-linear models of
acceleration requiredacceleration required
for for SNRsSNRs: : abundancesabundances
are not solarare not solar;;

nn [Ellison et al. 1997][Ellison et al. 1997]



Complete Cosmic Ray SpectrumComplete Cosmic Ray Spectrum

Galactic CRs

Extragalactic CRs



Cassiopeia A Supernova RemnantCassiopeia A Supernova Remnant



Crab Nebula: X-ray/Optical Montage



High Energy Cosmic Ray SpectrumHigh Energy Cosmic Ray Spectrum



Courtesy of Scientific American



High Energy Cosmic Ray Accelerators:High Energy Cosmic Ray Accelerators:
Radio Galaxies like Cygnus ARadio Galaxies like Cygnus A



RogueRogue’’s Gallery of Cosmic Acceleration Sitess Gallery of Cosmic Acceleration Sites

nn Stellar coronae (Stellar coronae (GuedelGuedel; week 1); week 1)
nn Supernova remnants (Supernova remnants (VinkVink; week 2); week 2)
nn Pulsar wind nebulae (Pulsar wind nebulae (GrenierGrenier; week 2); week 2)
nn Pulsars (Pulsars (HermsenHermsen; week 2); week 2)
nn Galactic X-ray binaries (Galactic X-ray binaries (BelloniBelloni; week 2); week 2)
nn Sgr Sgr A* (A* (EckartEckart; week 2); week 2)
nn Galaxy clusters (Arnaud; week 1)Galaxy clusters (Arnaud; week 1)
nn Relativistic jets (Corbel; weeks 1+2)Relativistic jets (Corbel; weeks 1+2)
nn Gamma-ray bursts (Gamma-ray bursts (DaigneDaigne; week 1); week 1)
nn Active galactic nuclei (Fabian; week 2)Active galactic nuclei (Fabian; week 2)



FermiFermi’’s Original ideas Original idea

ß Application: cosmic ray production in the interstellar
medium between colliding gas clouds;

ß Stochastic acceleration concept, now referred to as
2nd order Fermi process.

ß May or may not be dominant acceleration mechanism
in an astrophysical shock.



Diffusive/Stochastic AccelerationDiffusive/Stochastic Acceleration

ÿÿ 1st order Fermi1st order Fermi uses uses
kinematic kinematic gains ingains in
shock crossings toshock crossings to
accelerate particles;accelerate particles;

ÿÿ 2nd order Fermi2nd order Fermi uses uses
bias towards head-onbias towards head-on
collisions to effectcollisions to effect
acceleration.acceleration.

ÿÿ Respectively describedRespectively described
by by frictionfriction and and
diffusiondiffusion terms in terms in
Fokker-PlanckFokker-Planck
equation forequation for
momentum changes.momentum changes.

Graphic: courtesy HIRES collaboration



Baring, Ellison & Jones (1994)



Baring & Summerlin (2006)



UlyssesUlysses
Shock 91097Shock 91097

nn InterplanetaryInterplanetary
shockshock
turbulenceturbulence

nn RTN field dataRTN field data
from Ulyssesfrom Ulysses’’
magnetometer;magnetometer;

nn TurbulentTurbulent
enhancement atenhancement at
shock;shock;

nn TurbulenceTurbulence
strong enoughstrong enough
to generateto generate
strong crossstrong cross
field diffusionfield diffusion..

Baring et al. (1997)



Properties of Non-relativistic shocks

n Isotropy of high energy particles in all
pertinent frames guarantees a power-law with
a canonical index (diffusion approximation);

n Normalization of power-law anti-correlates
with shock obliquity, but index is independent
of obliquity;

n Diffusion across field lines facilitates efficient
injection in oblique shocks;

n Non-linear feedback between acceleration
and hydrodynamics yields spectral curvature.



Plot  p4 f(p)
for protons

4)( -µ ppf

Normalization of power law
not defined in test-particle
approximation.

Test particle power-law
in diffusive shock accel.

Krymsky 77, Axford at al 77, Bell 78, Blandford & Ostriker 78

f(p) ~ p-3r/(r-1)   where r is
compression ratio, f(p) is
phase space density

If r = 4,  & g = 5/3,
f(p) ~ p-4

X

flow speed shock

Test particle results: ONLY for
superthermal particles, no information on
thermal particles, or their injection.

Quasi-Universal
power law

Courtesy: Don Ellison



Power-Law Index from
Diffusive Shock Acceleration



Non-relativistic Shocks:
Canonical Index



Oblique Shock GeometryOblique Shock Geometry



MHD Shock Conservation EquationsMHD Shock Conservation Equations

nn RankineRankine--Hugoniot Hugoniot jump conditions give downstream quantities (2) injump conditions give downstream quantities (2) in
terms of upstream quantities (1);terms of upstream quantities (1);

nn They express conservation of mass, momentum, energy and magneticThey express conservation of mass, momentum, energy and magnetic
fluxes (Maxwellfluxes (Maxwell’’s equations) across a s equations) across a collisionlesscollisionless  shock.shock.

Mass

Momentum

Momentum

Energy



RankineRankine--Hugoniot Hugoniot SolutionsSolutions



Dependence of Distributions on ObliquityDependence of Distributions on Obliquity

Baring, Ellison & Jones (1994)Baring, Ellison & Jones (1994)



Oblique Shock GeometryOblique Shock Geometry



Shock Acceleration:Shock Acceleration:
Relative Injection EfficiencyRelative Injection Efficiency

nn Ellison, Baring &Ellison, Baring &
Jones (1995): MonteJones (1995): Monte
Carlo simulations;Carlo simulations;

nn Cosmic ray injectionCosmic ray injection
efficiency efficiency declinesdeclines
with obliquitywith obliquity, and, and
increasing sonicincreasing sonic
Mach numberMach number or  or etaeta
= lambda/= lambda/rrgg , the
mean free path to
gyroradius ratio.



Acceleration Times + Maximum Energies

Note: kappa is spatial diffusion coefficient



Acceleration Times and Maximum Energies IIAcceleration Times and Maximum Energies II

• In non-relativistic shocks, acceleration time scales
as the inverse gyrofrequency;

• But, often the maximum energy occurs when the
gyroradius equals the spatial scale of the source:
• In SNR Sedov phase, spatial constraints more often

control the maximum energy attained;
• In rotating, MHD systems (e.g. heliosphere and

pulsar winds), maximum energy couples directly
to the pole-to-equator potential drop;

• Shock obliquity introduces cross-field diffusion as
an important influence.



Acceleration Time Acceleration Time vsvs. Obliquity. Obliquity

ÿÿ Jokipii Jokipii (1987) proposed(1987) proposed
that oblique shocksthat oblique shocks
would be much faster atwould be much faster at
accelerating particles;accelerating particles;

ÿÿ Origin of effect is muchOrigin of effect is much
greater shock driftgreater shock drift
acceleration in acceleration in u x Bu x B
drift electric field;drift electric field;

ÿÿ Ellison et al. (1995)Ellison et al. (1995)
showed that injectionshowed that injection
was then inefficient,was then inefficient,
unless cross fieldunless cross field
diffusion was strong.diffusion was strong. Ellison, Baring & Jones (1995)



How do we Test Acceleration Theory?How do we Test Acceleration Theory?

ßß In situIn situ spacecraft measurements of particle distributions, spacecraft measurements of particle distributions,
anisotropies, relative abundances and magnetic fieldanisotropies, relative abundances and magnetic field
turbulence is the most powerful probe;turbulence is the most powerful probe;

ßß Possible at EarthPossible at Earth’’s bow shock (e.g. AMPTE), s bow shock (e.g. AMPTE), travellingtravelling
interplanetary shocks (e.g. Ulysses), and the solar windinterplanetary shocks (e.g. Ulysses), and the solar wind
termination shock (e.g. Voyager);termination shock (e.g. Voyager);
ßß Ions dominate the signal and therefore the diagnostics;Ions dominate the signal and therefore the diagnostics;

ßß Combined acceleration and radiation spectral modeling atCombined acceleration and radiation spectral modeling at
cosmic sources such as cosmic sources such as SNRs SNRs and and blazarsblazars;;

ßß Multiwavelength Multiwavelength approach (radio/X-ray/gamma-ray) approach (radio/X-ray/gamma-ray)   isis
strongest, but is marred by indirect probe of acceleratedstrongest, but is marred by indirect probe of accelerated
population;population;
ßß Electrons spawn the dominant signal, yet ions may controlElectrons spawn the dominant signal, yet ions may control

the acceleration characteristics.the acceleration characteristics.



Baring,Baring, Ogilvie Ogilvie, Ellison, Ellison
& Forsyth 1997& Forsyth 1997

(also Kang & Jones 1997)(also Kang & Jones 1997)

nn Non-relativistic,Non-relativistic,
low Mach numberlow Mach number
interplanetaryinterplanetary
shocksshocks;;

nn SWICS data fit toSWICS data fit to
shock of (April 7,shock of (April 7,
‘‘91) at 2.7AU;91) at 2.7AU;

nn Shock-heatedShock-heated
thermal ionsthermal ions
dominate;dominate;

nn Strong cross-fieldStrong cross-field
diffusion neededdiffusion needed::
same for H andsame for H and
alpha particles.alpha particles.



Spectral Modeling of SNR Shell EmissionSpectral Modeling of SNR Shell Emission
Baring, Ellison & Slane (2005)



End of Lecture I: Synopsis so farEnd of Lecture I: Synopsis so far

ll Shock acceleration is ubiquitous in astrophysics;Shock acceleration is ubiquitous in astrophysics;
ll The robust prediction of canonical power-law isThe robust prediction of canonical power-law is

a (hypnotic?!) driver for its adoption in variousa (hypnotic?!) driver for its adoption in various
cosmic environments;cosmic environments;

ll Magnetic field obliquity influences mostly theMagnetic field obliquity influences mostly the
injection efficiency and acceleration time, not theinjection efficiency and acceleration time, not the
power-law index.power-law index.

ll Non-relativistic, test-particle shock accelerationNon-relativistic, test-particle shock acceleration
theory is well-researched, well understood, andtheory is well-researched, well understood, and
confirmed by comparison with data.confirmed by comparison with data.


